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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to give a formula for

computing the spectral radius of a direct integral of operators from

the numerical radius of its integrand. The direct sum of operators

is a special case of our theorem. An example is given where our

theorem cannot be applied.

P. Halmos presented in his book [2] an operator with positive

spectral radius which is a direct sum of nilpotent operators. The

example is a unilateral weighted shift defined by the sequence

1,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,- • -.

The misbehavior of the approximate point spectrum in this case

represents a certain degree of difficulty and hence discourages

people from studying the spectral radius of a direct integral of

operators. However, in the above example, the norm, the numerical

radius, and the spectral radius are all the same. This suggests that

there is still some hope at least for obtaining some partial results.

There are cases in which one can calculate the spectral radius of a

direct integral of operators from that of its integrand; however, we

shall discuss this elsewhere. The purpose of this paper is to establish

a formula for calculating the spectral radius in terms of the numeri-

cal radius. In case the direct integral reduces to a direct sum, our

theorem, which was suggested to the author by N. Suzuki, will ex-

plain the example mentioned at the beginning of this paper. Thanks

are due to Professor Suzuki.

By an operator on a (complex) Hubert space 77, we shall always

mean a bounded linear transformation from H into itself, and the

norm, the numerical radius and the spectral radius are respectively

denoted by || «H, w(-) and r(-). Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff

space and let fibea regular Borel measure on 2. Let 77 be a direct

integral of separable Hubert spaces H(s) (s£2);

77 =  f 0 H(s)dn(s)
J x
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and A, a direct integral of operators A(s) on H(s);

A =   f © A(s)dß(s).
J 2

For general theory of the direct integral, readers should confer

with [l],or [3].

1. We shall denote three quantities by

p = /i-ess. sup.||^4(j)|| ;        w = /*-ess. sup. w(A(s));

and

r = ¿i-ess. sup. r(A(s)).

Theorem. If any two of the three quantities p, w and r are equal,

then the spectral radius r(A) of A is equal to w.

The theorem will follow by a standard argument after establishing

the following lemma.

Lemma. w(A)=u-ess. sup. w(A(s))=w.

Proof. Let <p=J2 0<j>(s)dp(s) be an arbitrary unit vector in H.

Then, with the assumption cp(s)^0, (losing no generality)

4>{s)        <t>(s)

-)

•'six ||*W||     ||*W||/l

I /            0(5)         <t>(s)
s M-ess. sup.   I A(s) T.-¡r- I ti-r.

^ ii-ess. sup. w(A(s)) wk w.

Hence

w(A) =  sup   j (A(p, (b)\ a».
II*!! =i

The lemma will be completed if we can prove that w(A) is not

strictly less than w. To this end, we let {A„:w = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,N0} be

the family of the disjoint dimension sets for the direct integral Hu-

bert spaces H(s) so that for all 5 in A„, the Hubert space H(s) can be

identified with a fixed Hubert space Hn (cf. [3]). Suppose that there

were a constant K satisfying w(A) <K<w. Then at least one of the

dimension sets A„ must contain a measurable subset S with 0<n(S)

< » such that, for some unit vector xEHn, the function s—>(^4 {s)x, x)

is measurable and | (A(s)x, x)\ >K for all 5 in S. Since ß is a regular
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Borel measure, by Lusin's theorem, there is a compact subset S of

positive measure contained in S such that the function 5—*(A(s)x, x)

is continuous on S. Let 6 be the continuous function with the value

in [O, 2ir] such that

(A(s)x,x) =  | (A(s)x,x)\eie^.

It follows that there is a 60 with 0^90<2ir satisfying Re(eie°A(s)x, x)

>P on a subset 5 of 5 of positive measure. Let <p be a vector field

defined by

<p(s) = *,       s ES,

= 0,       s$5.

Then

■

(A<p,4>)\2=  {(e^Acb, <p)\2

= \f (e»<>A(s)4>(s),<b(s))dp
s

fe-    J    Re(e*°A(s)<l>(s), 4>(s))dp
I J s

> K2(p(S))2 = K2\\42 > w(A)2U\\2.

This contradiction to the definition of numerical radius establishes

the lemma.

Proof of the theorem. We first observe that

p-ess. sup. || 4r»"!!1'» ^ (p-ess. sup. ||^4(i)nj|)1/n = (||^n||1/n)

because ||^4n|| = p-ess. sup. ||^4(5)n|| for every integer «. Hence

r = p-ess. sup. r(A(s)) g r(A).

If r=p or r = w, then the desired formula r(A)=w follows imme-

diately from the inequalities: r^r(A) ^w(A) ¿w^\\a\\ =p.

In case w=p, by the above lemma, w(^4)=|MII- There exists

a sequence of unit vectors \<pn} such that | (A<pn, <pn) | converges

to \\a\\. Multiplying by a constant of modulus 1 if necessary,

we may assume that (A<pn, <pn) converges to ||^4||. But | (A<p„, cpn)\

ú\\A<pn\\^\\A\\. This implies that \\a\\ is in the spectrum of A.

Whence r(A) = \\A\\ and the proof of the theorem is complete.

2. Instead of working on the Halmos example directly, we con-

sider a slightly generalized form of it:

Example. Let S be the positive half real line [0,<»), and s—>H(s),
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a measurable field of Hubert spaces such that, for each positive

integer, H(s)=En, s£[m — 1, n), where En is the «-dimensional

Euclidean space. If / is a positive real-valued nondecreasing /x-

essentially bounded function, and if {<bk(s):k = \, 2, • • • , n(s)} is

an orthonormal basis for H(s), then the operator field s—>.4(s) de-

fined by

A(s)<h(s) = f(s)<t>k+i(s),        * = 1, 2, • • • , n(s) - 1,

= 0, * = n(s),

is a field of nilpotent operators. But the direct integral

A =  f 0 A(s)dß(s)
J 2

is not quasi-nilpotent.

In fact, r(^4)=m||. Let <¡)(s) be a unit vector in H(s) with <j>(s)

= XÄ ak(s)<f,k(s), and 2*| a*(s) | •-1. Then

(A(s)<f>(s), 4>(s)) =f(s) £ ak(s)äk+i(s).

Choose a vector <j>(s) with o¡i(s) = aj(s) = • • • =an(,)(s) = (n(5))~1/2.

Then

WÍÍÍ    -    1

(¿ (*)*(*), *(*)) =        „     /(f) =S w(A(s)) ^ \\A\\.
n(s)

As s increases, so do n(s) and/(s). Together with the fact that

|| ¿|| = At-ess. sup. |/(s)| ,

we have w> = ||¿||, which satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. On

the other hand, it is not hard to see that r(.4(s))<w(.4(s))<||.i4(s)||

for all s ̂ 3.
Remark. In view of this example and our theorem, one might be

tempted to conclude that if r<w<p, then r(A)=r. But this is not

necessarily so, as shown in the following example:

Let {«„} be a sequence defined by ai = l, a2 = |, a3 = o¡4= • • • =$.

Consider a weighted unilateral shift A defined by the following

sequence

au 0, «!, <*2, 0, au a2, a3, 0, «i, at, a3, at, 0, • • • .

There an easy calculation shows that r(A) =£. But w(A)>\. By our

theorem, ït»(^4) =<= |j-<41j, because otherwise r(A)=w(A). Hence we

have just established a non-quasi-nilpotent which is a direct sum of

nilpotents with r<w<p.
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